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Meaningfully defining the successful delivery of cancer

care relies not only on traditional oncologic outcome

measures, but also the patient’s perspective as captured

through patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs). In

this issue of Annals of Surgical Oncology, three educa-

tional reviews have discussed the role of PROMs in

measuring the quality of cancer care delivery, cancer-

specific instruments, as well as challenges around the

collection and integration of PROMs into daily clinical

practice.1–3

There has been an evolution of the quality metrics for

oncologic surgery. Dr. Billig and colleagues describe how

metrics that were historically used to benchmark surgical

quality and effectiveness were dominated by clinical out-

come measures, such as morbidity, mortality, or

readmission rates.3 The same was true in oncologic sur-

gery, with additional clinical metrics like resection margins

or quality of lymphadenectomy. In response to national

initiatives advocating for value- rather than volume-based

care, there has been a growing emphasis on incorporating

PROMs alongside these measures.

The result is a shift in how the healthcare system and

associated stakeholders think of quality. Quality is not

defined by the absence of unexpected or undesired

healthcare events, but rather as a health state described by

patients and defined in accordance with their goals and

values. When programs have incorporated PROMs into

quality measurement, there have been improvements in

patient satisfaction, enhanced communication among

patients and their care teams, reduction in resource uti-

lization, and observed survival benefits.4 Based on this,

reimbursement models have gradually begun to incentivize

hospital systems to assess performance as measured in part

by these patient-centered outcomes.

There are several important considerations healthcare

systems must appreciate when designing programs to

integrate PROMs into clinical care. These range from

careful selection of generic, disease- and/or cancer-specific

instruments, timing and frequency of survey administra-

tion, and incorporating results to improve care. These are

summarized clearly by Dr. Ivaturi and colleagues’ educa-

tional review.1 However, there are two considerations that

warrant additional emphasis: the resources necessary to

implement PROMs, and the culture around these measures.

Creating and maintaining a PROM initiative requires

substantial human and financial resources. As described by

Dr. Phillips and colleagues, initiatives like the Patient-

Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System

(PROMIS) sponsored by the National Institute of Health

have provided a valid library of instruments for point of

care use.2 While many of these contemporary instruments

are open source, other validated surveys and scoring sys-

tems remain proprietary. The method and frequency of

survey administration may require developing or licensing

existing platforms, representing a substantial initial

investment and additional resources for maintenance.

There are also costs involved with scaling these initiatives,

from ensuring instruments are available in multiple patient

languages to integrating PROM data into multiple elec-

tronic health records. Finally, there is associated time,

effort, and opportunity costs for providers. PROMs, fun-

damentally, are additional patient data collected for clinical

use and quality assessment. Gathering, processing, regu-

lating, and interpreting these data, without an appreciation

of their potential value, often becomes an added respon-

sibility for providers.
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These challenges have led to innovative research

focused on novel methods for capturing PROMs. For

example, in an attempt to limit the burden of multiple

surveys, there is ongoing psychometric research and

incorporation of methods like computer adaptive testing to

minimize the requisite time and items to assess quality of

life.5 Regarding timing and frequency of collection, there is

growing evidence originating in the field of clinical psy-

chology to support the frequent assessment of patients in

their natural environments to obtain more accurate

assessments of quality of life and minimize bias.6 There is

also an increasing role of technology to support the

delivery, completion, and scoring of surveys, which may

lead to more efficient clinical intervention. This has sig-

nificant potential in oncologic surgery in particular, where

improvements in perioperative care and standardized

recovery pathways have led to a growing number of

patients recovering outside of a monitored clinical setting.

There is also an opportunity to harness technology to

develop new patient-centered outcome measures. Our

research team is investigating how passive data, such as

smartphone sensor and usage data, may provide insights

into postoperative quality of life.7,8 For example, postop-

erative movement and physical activity may be captured by

smartphone accelerometer and GPS sensors; fine motor

control may be measured in part by the smartphone gyro-

scope; and social activity may be manifested in

communication logs. Combining these types of passive

data with PROMs collected remotely through patient

smartphones yield momentary descriptions of quality of

life across physical and psychosocial domains. Ideally,

these types of data could be used in near real time to detect

changes in quality of life throughout each phase of cancer

treatment.

The success of incorporating any form of patient-cen-

tered outcome measures will depend ultimately on

understanding the culture around these data. Traditional

outcome measures have had systems developed that inte-

grate these data into clinical care and surveillance. The

interpretation of these data is relatively straightforward for

clinicians. PROMs and other novel patient-centered met-

rics, despite being quantitative measures, describe health

states as domains rather than absolute values and may be

more challenging to translate into clinical action. Clini-

cians who are unfamiliar with PROMs are unlikely to buy-

into new initiatives without education, training, and

appreciation of their value. Likewise, health systems

cannot assume that patients recognize the purpose and

potential value of providing self-reported quality of life

data. Few patients are given opportunities to appreciate

how their data are being used to direct their care. As such,

patients may be hesitant or even unwilling to provide

responses to surveys. There is a need for further mixed-

method research involving patients and clinicians to further

understand these nuances of PROMs.

In summary, when successfully incorporated into patient

care, PROMs have clearly emerged as a valuable quality

measure in oncologic surgery. The challenges facing

scaling these initiatives, namely resource limitations and

culture, represent an opportunity for clinicians, patients,

and policy leaders to pursue innovative research and sup-

port implementation. Progress in these areas will translate

into advances in oncologic surgery toward true patient-

centered care.
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